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SPECIFICATIONS In many liquid piping systems, it is vital that line pressure is maintained
within relatively narrow limits. This is the function of the 108 Pressure
Relief / Back Pressure Series of the OCV control valves.
Installed in the main flow line, the standard Model 108-2 acts as a
backpressure or pressure sustaining valve. In this configuration,
the valve maintains a constant upstream pressure regardless of
fluctuating downstream demand. When used in a bypass line,
the same model will function as a relief valve, protecting the
system against potentially damaging surges.

Pressure Relief Valve Series 108
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SERIES FEATURES

�Model 108-2 shown

�Relief: Maintains a constant inlet pressure by relieving
excess high pressure.

�Sustaining: Prevents pressure from dropping below a
minimum.

�Inlet pressure is accurate over a wide range of flow.
�Inlet pressure is adjustable with a complete range of
control springs.

�Quick opening with controlled closing.

VALVE FEATURES

�Operates automatically off
line pressure.

�Heavy-duty,
nylon-reinforced
diaphragm.

�Rectangular-shaped, soft
seat seal provides drip-
tight Class VI closure.

�Diaphragm assembly
Guided top and bottom.

�Throttling seat retainer for
flow and pressure stability.

�Easily maintained without
removal from the line.

�Replaceable seat ring.

�Alignment pins assure
proper reassembly after
maintenance.

�Valves are factory tested.

�Valves are serial numbered
and registered to facilitate
replacement parts and
factory support.

SURGE / RELIEF

BACK PRESSURE / SUSTAINING

Protects system from over-
pressure by exhausting
excess pressure.
The valve may only have to
operate intermittently to
prevent pressure surges that
might occur on pump start,
pump stop, or sudden
downstream valve closure.

Valve keeps
pumping
system at a
constant
pressure by
bypassing
back to
source.
Provides
accurate
pressure control
when system
demand varies
widely.

Valve allows flow when
inlet pressure is above
the set-point thus
preventing inlet
pressure from falling
too low. Prevents
demand from "robbing"
the source, or keeps
pump "on its curve."

BYPASS PRESSURE CONTROL

Pressure Relief Valve Series 108

For maximum efficiency, the OCV control valve
should be mounted in a piping system so that
the valve bonnet (cover) is in the top position.
Other positions are acceptable but may not
allow the valve to function to its fullest and
safest potential. In particular, please consult
the factory before installing 8" and larger valves,
or any valves with a limit switch, in positions
other than described. Space should be taken
into consideration when mounting valves and
their pilot systems.

A routine inspection & maintenance program
should be established and conducted yearly by
a qualified technician. Consult our factory @
1-888-628-8258 for parts and service.

How to order your valve
When Ordering please provide:
Series Number - Valve size - Globe or Angle -
Pressure Class - Screwed, Flanged, Grooved -
Trim Material - Adjustment Range - Pilot
Options - Special needs / or installation
requirements.

Represented by:

Pressure Relief Valve Series 108

REVISED: 09/19/12
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Pressure Relief Valve Series 108
By combining various control pilots, multiple valve functions can be performed on a single Series 108
Pressure Relief Valve. To find the combination function valve, select the desired features and then the
model number.
This chart shows only a sample of those most often specified valves. Consult the factory for specific
data on the model you selected.

Combination valves can often reduce or eliminate other equipment. Example: If the system requires a Back Pressure Valve and a Check Valve,
the check feature can be added as a function of the Back Pressure, Model 108-3.

VALVE SELECTION
GUIDE

HIGH PRESSURE / HP
When valve inlet pressure requires the model 2400 High Pressure Relief pilot, an HP is added to the end of the model number. Example: Standard model 108-2
(inlet ranges from 5 - 300 psi) Model 108-2HP (outlet ranges 200-750 psi)

Surge Anticipation refer to series 118

For the most comprehensive procedure in sizing Series 108 control valves, it is best to use our ValveMaster software or the guidelines shown
here in conjunction with the Performance Charts in the Engineering Section of the OCV catalog.

SURGE RELIEF

Many surge relief, and some bypass pressure control valves are, by their application, subject to pressure differentials that may induce
cavitation. When these conditions exist, it may be only on an intermittent basis, causing minimum concern for valve deterioration.
This complex phenomenon cannot be predicted by charts, which index only inlet and outlet pressures. The easiest way to predict cavitation
is to let us do the calculation.
Simply fax, e-mail or call us and we will provide a graphical analysis and a solution.
Provide us:

APPLICATION (e.g., surge relief, bypass pressure control)
VALVE SIZE
PRESSURE-INLET and OUTLET
FLOW RANGE-Minimum and Maximum
FLUID TYPE
FLUID VAPOR PRESSURE (if other than water)

Size is determined by the amount of flow
required to lower the inlet pressure. This relief
flow can be difficult to determine, so a general
guideline is to use 60% of the rated pump flow.
The 108 Series valve is capable of intermittent
flows up to 45 ft. per second. Relief valve sizes
are typically 50-60% of the mainline size.

BYPASS PRESSURE CONTROL
Bypass pressure control valves are sized based on maximum flow and pressure drop
across the valve. The maximum flow through the valve is the pump flow at the
desired set point (from the pump curve) minus the
minimum system flow. The pressure drop across
the valve is the set point minus the pressure at the
valve discharge (typically pump suction or storage
tank head). Determine the valve's operating Cv
using the maximum flow and pressure drop from
the formula:

where Qmax = maximum flow rate, gallons per minute
DP = pressure drop, psi
sg = liquid specific gravity (water = 1.00)

From the chart below, pick the smallest valve that has at least the Cv determined
above, and where the velocity does not exceed 25 ft/sec.

PRESSURE SUSTAINING
Sustaining valves are typically main line
size. However, maximum velocity
through the valve should not exceed 25
ft/sec.

CAVITATION CONCERNS

Flow chart for full port valve

Pressure Relief Valve Series 108

SIZING CONSIDERATIONS

Pressure Relief Valve Series 108

VALVE OPERATION
�Relief Valve - Closed under normal operating pressures. Valve opens when pressure rises to the
set point. Valve will close when system pressure drops below set point.

�Bypass Pressure Control Valve - Opens and modulates to maintain the required pressure.
�Backpressure / Sustaining Valve- Open under normal conditions and closes as upstream pressure
falls below set point.

The Model 108-2 consists of the following components, arranged as shown on the schematic diagram:
1.) Model 65 Basic Control Valve, a hydraulically-operated, diaphragm-actuated, globe or angle valve
which closes with an elastomer-on-metal seal.

2.) Model 1330 Pressure Relief Pilot, a two-way, normally-closed pilot valve which senses upstream
pressure under its diaphragm and balances it against an adjustable spring load. An increase in
upstream pressure tends to make the pilot open.

3.) Model 126 Ejector, a simple "tee" fitting with a fixed orifice in its inlet port. It provides the proper
pressure to the diaphragm chamber of the main valve depending on the position of the pressure relief
pilot.

4.) Model 141-3 Flow Control Valve, a needle-type valve which provides adjustable, restricted flow in
one direction, and free flow in the opposite direction. On the 108-2, the flow control valve is connect-
ed as a closing speed control.

5.) Model 159 Y-Strainer (standard on water service valves) or Model 123 Inline Strainer (standard
on fuel service valves). The strainer protects the pilot system from solid contaminants in the line fluid.

6A / 6B.) Two Model 141-4 Ball Valves (standard on water service valves, optional on fuel service
valves), useful for isolating the pilot system for maintenance or troubleshooting.

PILOT
1330
2400

�Accurate sensing of inlet pressure. �Large area diaphragm for quick, precise throttling.
�Simple, single adjustment. �Visual indication of diaphragm condition.
�All parts replaceable while mounted on valve. �Bronze and stainless steel construction.
�Rubber-to-metal seat for positive shut-off.

1330 2400 The Model 1330/2400 Pressure
Sustaining Pilot controls the amount
of pressure in the upper chamber of
the Main valve(s). (Hence, the
degree of opening or closing of the
Main valve). The upstream pressure
increases, the pilot begins to open,
decreasing the amount of pressure
in the upper chamber of the main
valve allowing it to open a propor-
tionate amount, in order to maintain
a constant inlet pressure. As the
upstream pressure decreases, the
pilot begins to close, allowing the
pressure in the upper chamber of
the main valve to increase causing it
to close. This is a constant modu-
lating action compensating for any
change in upstream pressure.

MODEL 1330 / 2400
Pressure Relief Pilot

1. Adjusting Screw Cover
2. Adjusting Screw
3. Spring
4. Diaphragm
5. Pressure Sense
6. Pilot Outlet
7. Pilot Inlet

PPiilloott  MMaatteerriiaallss
Bronze ASTM  B584-C89836
Stainless Steel ASTM A743/CF8M
SSpprriinngg  RRaannggeess
5-30, 20-80, 65-180, 100-300 psi

PPiilloott  MMaatteerriiaallss
Stainless Steel ASTM A743/CF8M
SSpprriinngg  RRaannggeess
200-750 psi

REVISED:  09/19/12

Check individual models for availability.

OCV Control Valves was founded more than 50 years ago with a vision and commitment to quality and reliability.  From modest beginnings,
the company has grown to be a global leader just a half century later.  In fact, OCV Valves can be found in some capacity in nearly every
country around the world from fire protection systems in Malaysia to aircraft fueling systems in Africa and from oil refineries in Russia to water
supply systems in the USA and Canada.  You will also find our valves in irrigation systems in Europe, South America and the Middle East.  

The original foundation on which the company was built allows our team of professionals to not only provide the service required to be a
worldwide supplier, but more importantly the opportunity to afford the personal touch necessary to be each of our customers' best partner.
Simply stated, we take pride in all that we do.  

Committed to the work they do, our employees average over 15 years of service. This wealth of knowledge allows us to provide quality 
engineering, expert support, exacting control and the know-how to create valves known for their long life.  

Being ISO 9001 certified means we are committed to a quality assurance program.  Our policy is to supply each customer with consistent
quality products and ensure that the process is right every time. Our valves meet and exceed industry standards around the world. Including
approvals by:

All valves are not created equal.  OCV Control Valves proves that day in and day out.
We stand behind our valves and are ready to serve your needs. 
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Pressure Relief Valve Series 108
By combining various control pilots, multiple valve functions can be performed on a single Series 108
Pressure Relief Valve. To find the combination function valve, select the desired features and then the
model number.
This chart shows only a sample of those most often specified valves. Consult the factory for specific
data on the model you selected.

Combination valves can often reduce or eliminate other equipment. Example: If the system requires a Back Pressure Valve and a Check Valve,
the check feature can be added as a function of the Back Pressure, Model 108-3.

VALVE SELECTION
GUIDE

HIGH PRESSURE / HP
When valve inlet pressure requires the model 2400 High Pressure Relief pilot, an HP is added to the end of the model number. Example: Standard model 108-2
(inlet ranges from 5 - 300 psi) Model 108-2HP (outlet ranges 200-750 psi)

Surge Anticipation refer to series 118

For the most comprehensive procedure in sizing Series 108 control valves, it is best to use our ValveMaster software or the guidelines shown
here in conjunction with the Performance Charts in the Engineering Section of the OCV catalog.

SURGE RELIEF

Many surge relief, and some bypass pressure control valves are, by their application, subject to pressure differentials that may induce
cavitation. When these conditions exist, it may be only on an intermittent basis, causing minimum concern for valve deterioration.
This complex phenomenon cannot be predicted by charts, which index only inlet and outlet pressures. The easiest way to predict cavitation
is to let us do the calculation.
Simply fax, e-mail or call us and we will provide a graphical analysis and a solution.
Provide us:

APPLICATION (e.g., surge relief, bypass pressure control)
VALVE SIZE
PRESSURE-INLET and OUTLET
FLOW RANGE-Minimum and Maximum
FLUID TYPE
FLUID VAPOR PRESSURE (if other than water)

Size is determined by the amount of flow
required to lower the inlet pressure. This relief
flow can be difficult to determine, so a general
guideline is to use 60% of the rated pump flow.
The 108 Series valve is capable of intermittent
flows up to 45 ft. per second. Relief valve sizes
are typically 50-60% of the mainline size.

BYPASS PRESSURE CONTROL
Bypass pressure control valves are sized based on maximum flow and pressure drop
across the valve. The maximum flow through the valve is the pump flow at the
desired set point (from the pump curve) minus the
minimum system flow. The pressure drop across
the valve is the set point minus the pressure at the
valve discharge (typically pump suction or storage
tank head). Determine the valve's operating Cv
using the maximum flow and pressure drop from
the formula:

where Qmax = maximum flow rate, gallons per minute
DP = pressure drop, psi
sg = liquid specific gravity (water = 1.00)

From the chart below, pick the smallest valve that has at least the Cv determined
above, and where the velocity does not exceed 25 ft/sec.

PRESSURE SUSTAINING
Sustaining valves are typically main line
size. However, maximum velocity
through the valve should not exceed 25
ft/sec.

CAVITATION CONCERNS

Flow chart for full port valve

Pressure Relief Valve Series 108

SIZING CONSIDERATIONS

Pressure Relief Valve Series 108

VALVE OPERATION
�Relief Valve - Closed under normal operating pressures. Valve opens when pressure rises to the
set point. Valve will close when system pressure drops below set point.

�Bypass Pressure Control Valve - Opens and modulates to maintain the required pressure.
�Backpressure / Sustaining Valve- Open under normal conditions and closes as upstream pressure
falls below set point.

The Model 108-2 consists of the following components, arranged as shown on the schematic diagram:
1.) Model 65 Basic Control Valve, a hydraulically-operated, diaphragm-actuated, globe or angle valve
which closes with an elastomer-on-metal seal.

2.) Model 1330 Pressure Relief Pilot, a two-way, normally-closed pilot valve which senses upstream
pressure under its diaphragm and balances it against an adjustable spring load. An increase in
upstream pressure tends to make the pilot open.

3.) Model 126 Ejector, a simple "tee" fitting with a fixed orifice in its inlet port. It provides the proper
pressure to the diaphragm chamber of the main valve depending on the position of the pressure relief
pilot.

4.) Model 141-3 Flow Control Valve, a needle-type valve which provides adjustable, restricted flow in
one direction, and free flow in the opposite direction. On the 108-2, the flow control valve is connect-
ed as a closing speed control.

5.) Model 159 Y-Strainer (standard on water service valves) or Model 123 Inline Strainer (standard
on fuel service valves). The strainer protects the pilot system from solid contaminants in the line fluid.

6A / 6B.) Two Model 141-4 Ball Valves (standard on water service valves, optional on fuel service
valves), useful for isolating the pilot system for maintenance or troubleshooting.

PILOT
1330
2400

�Accurate sensing of inlet pressure. �Large area diaphragm for quick, precise throttling.
�Simple, single adjustment. �Visual indication of diaphragm condition.
�All parts replaceable while mounted on valve. �Bronze and stainless steel construction.
�Rubber-to-metal seat for positive shut-off.

1330 2400 The Model 1330/2400 Pressure
Sustaining Pilot controls the amount
of pressure in the upper chamber of
the Main valve(s). (Hence, the
degree of opening or closing of the
Main valve). The upstream pressure
increases, the pilot begins to open,
decreasing the amount of pressure
in the upper chamber of the main
valve allowing it to open a propor-
tionate amount, in order to maintain
a constant inlet pressure. As the
upstream pressure decreases, the
pilot begins to close, allowing the
pressure in the upper chamber of
the main valve to increase causing it
to close. This is a constant modu-
lating action compensating for any
change in upstream pressure.

MODEL 1330 / 2400
Pressure Relief Pilot

1. Adjusting Screw Cover
2. Adjusting Screw
3. Spring
4. Diaphragm
5. Pressure Sense
6. Pilot Outlet
7. Pilot Inlet

PPiilloott  MMaatteerriiaallss
Bronze ASTM  B584-C89836
Stainless Steel ASTM A743/CF8M
SSpprriinngg  RRaannggeess
5-30, 20-80, 65-180, 100-300 psi

PPiilloott  MMaatteerriiaallss
Stainless Steel ASTM A743/CF8M
SSpprriinngg  RRaannggeess
200-750 psi

REVISED:  09/19/12

Check individual models for availability.

OCV Control Valves was founded more than 50 years ago with a vision and commitment to quality and reliability.  From modest beginnings,
the company has grown to be a global leader just a half century later.  In fact, OCV Valves can be found in some capacity in nearly every
country around the world from fire protection systems in Malaysia to aircraft fueling systems in Africa and from oil refineries in Russia to water
supply systems in the USA and Canada.  You will also find our valves in irrigation systems in Europe, South America and the Middle East.  

The original foundation on which the company was built allows our team of professionals to not only provide the service required to be a
worldwide supplier, but more importantly the opportunity to afford the personal touch necessary to be each of our customers' best partner.
Simply stated, we take pride in all that we do.  

Committed to the work they do, our employees average over 15 years of service. This wealth of knowledge allows us to provide quality 
engineering, expert support, exacting control and the know-how to create valves known for their long life.  

Being ISO 9001 certified means we are committed to a quality assurance program.  Our policy is to supply each customer with consistent
quality products and ensure that the process is right every time. Our valves meet and exceed industry standards around the world. Including
approvals by:

All valves are not created equal.  OCV Control Valves proves that day in and day out.
We stand behind our valves and are ready to serve your needs. 
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Pressure Relief Valve Series 108
By combining various control pilots, multiple valve functions can be performed on a single Series 108
Pressure Relief Valve. To find the combination function valve, select the desired features and then the
model number.
This chart shows only a sample of those most often specified valves. Consult the factory for specific
data on the model you selected.

Combination valves can often reduce or eliminate other equipment. Example: If the system requires a Back Pressure Valve and a Check Valve,
the check feature can be added as a function of the Back Pressure, Model 108-3.

VALVE SELECTION
GUIDE

HIGH PRESSURE / HP
When valve inlet pressure requires the model 2400 High Pressure Relief pilot, an HP is added to the end of the model number. Example: Standard model 108-2
(inlet ranges from 5 - 300 psi) Model 108-2HP (outlet ranges 200-750 psi)

Surge Anticipation refer to series 118

For the most comprehensive procedure in sizing Series 108 control valves, it is best to use our ValveMaster software or the guidelines shown
here in conjunction with the Performance Charts in the Engineering Section of the OCV catalog.

SURGE RELIEF

Many surge relief, and some bypass pressure control valves are, by their application, subject to pressure differentials that may induce
cavitation. When these conditions exist, it may be only on an intermittent basis, causing minimum concern for valve deterioration.
This complex phenomenon cannot be predicted by charts, which index only inlet and outlet pressures. The easiest way to predict cavitation
is to let us do the calculation.
Simply fax, e-mail or call us and we will provide a graphical analysis and a solution.
Provide us:

APPLICATION (e.g., surge relief, bypass pressure control)
VALVE SIZE
PRESSURE-INLET and OUTLET
FLOW RANGE-Minimum and Maximum
FLUID TYPE
FLUID VAPOR PRESSURE (if other than water)

Size is determined by the amount of flow
required to lower the inlet pressure. This relief
flow can be difficult to determine, so a general
guideline is to use 60% of the rated pump flow.
The 108 Series valve is capable of intermittent
flows up to 45 ft. per second. Relief valve sizes
are typically 50-60% of the mainline size.

BYPASS PRESSURE CONTROL
Bypass pressure control valves are sized based on maximum flow and pressure drop
across the valve. The maximum flow through the valve is the pump flow at the
desired set point (from the pump curve) minus the
minimum system flow. The pressure drop across
the valve is the set point minus the pressure at the
valve discharge (typically pump suction or storage
tank head). Determine the valve's operating Cv
using the maximum flow and pressure drop from
the formula:

where Qmax = maximum flow rate, gallons per minute
DP = pressure drop, psi
sg = liquid specific gravity (water = 1.00)

From the chart below, pick the smallest valve that has at least the Cv determined
above, and where the velocity does not exceed 25 ft/sec.

PRESSURE SUSTAINING
Sustaining valves are typically main line
size. However, maximum velocity
through the valve should not exceed 25
ft/sec.

CAVITATION CONCERNS

Flow chart for full port valve

Pressure Relief Valve Series 108

SIZING CONSIDERATIONS

Pressure Relief Valve Series 108

VALVE OPERATION
�Relief Valve - Closed under normal operating pressures. Valve opens when pressure rises to the
set point. Valve will close when system pressure drops below set point.

�Bypass Pressure Control Valve - Opens and modulates to maintain the required pressure.
�Backpressure / Sustaining Valve- Open under normal conditions and closes as upstream pressure
falls below set point.

The Model 108-2 consists of the following components, arranged as shown on the schematic diagram:
1.) Model 65 Basic Control Valve, a hydraulically-operated, diaphragm-actuated, globe or angle valve
which closes with an elastomer-on-metal seal.

2.) Model 1330 Pressure Relief Pilot, a two-way, normally-closed pilot valve which senses upstream
pressure under its diaphragm and balances it against an adjustable spring load. An increase in
upstream pressure tends to make the pilot open.

3.) Model 126 Ejector, a simple "tee" fitting with a fixed orifice in its inlet port. It provides the proper
pressure to the diaphragm chamber of the main valve depending on the position of the pressure relief
pilot.

4.) Model 141-3 Flow Control Valve, a needle-type valve which provides adjustable, restricted flow in
one direction, and free flow in the opposite direction. On the 108-2, the flow control valve is connect-
ed as a closing speed control.

5.) Model 159 Y-Strainer (standard on water service valves) or Model 123 Inline Strainer (standard
on fuel service valves). The strainer protects the pilot system from solid contaminants in the line fluid.

6A / 6B.) Two Model 141-4 Ball Valves (standard on water service valves, optional on fuel service
valves), useful for isolating the pilot system for maintenance or troubleshooting.

PILOT
1330
2400

�Accurate sensing of inlet pressure. �Large area diaphragm for quick, precise throttling.
�Simple, single adjustment. �Visual indication of diaphragm condition.
�All parts replaceable while mounted on valve. �Bronze and stainless steel construction.
�Rubber-to-metal seat for positive shut-off.

1330 2400 The Model 1330/2400 Pressure
Sustaining Pilot controls the amount
of pressure in the upper chamber of
the Main valve(s). (Hence, the
degree of opening or closing of the
Main valve). The upstream pressure
increases, the pilot begins to open,
decreasing the amount of pressure
in the upper chamber of the main
valve allowing it to open a propor-
tionate amount, in order to maintain
a constant inlet pressure. As the
upstream pressure decreases, the
pilot begins to close, allowing the
pressure in the upper chamber of
the main valve to increase causing it
to close. This is a constant modu-
lating action compensating for any
change in upstream pressure.

MODEL 1330 / 2400
Pressure Relief Pilot

1. Adjusting Screw Cover
2. Adjusting Screw
3. Spring
4. Diaphragm
5. Pressure Sense
6. Pilot Outlet
7. Pilot Inlet

PPiilloott  MMaatteerriiaallss
Bronze ASTM  B584-C89836
Stainless Steel ASTM A743/CF8M
SSpprriinngg  RRaannggeess
5-30, 20-80, 65-180, 100-300 psi

PPiilloott  MMaatteerriiaallss
Stainless Steel ASTM A743/CF8M
SSpprriinngg  RRaannggeess
200-750 psi

REVISED:  06/04/13

Check individual models for availability.

OCV Control Valves was founded more than 50 years ago with a vision and commitment to quality and reliability.  From modest beginnings,
the company has grown to be a global leader just a half century later.  In fact, OCV Valves can be found in some capacity in nearly every
country around the world from fire protection systems in Malaysia to aircraft fueling systems in Africa and from oil refineries in Russia to water
supply systems in the USA and Canada.  You will also find our valves in irrigation systems in Europe, South America and the Middle East.  

The original foundation on which the company was built allows our team of professionals to not only provide the service required to be a
worldwide supplier, but more importantly the opportunity to afford the personal touch necessary to be each of our customers' best partner.
Simply stated, we take pride in all that we do.  

Committed to the work they do, our employees average over 15 years of service. This wealth of knowledge allows us to provide quality 
engineering, expert support, exacting control and the know-how to create valves known for their long life.  

Being ISO 9001 certified means we are committed to a quality assurance program.  Our policy is to supply each customer with consistent
quality products and ensure that the process is right every time. Our valves meet and exceed industry standards around the world. Including
approvals by:

All valves are not created equal.  OCV Control Valves proves that day in and day out.
We stand behind our valves and are ready to serve your needs. 
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SPECIFICATIONS In many liquid piping systems, it is vital that line pressure is maintained
within relatively narrow limits. This is the function of the 108 Pressure
Relief / Back Pressure Series of the OCV control valves.
Installed in the main flow line, the standard Model 108-2 acts as a
backpressure or pressure sustaining valve. In this configuration,
the valve maintains a constant upstream pressure regardless of
fluctuating downstream demand. When used in a bypass line,
the same model will function as a relief valve, protecting the
system against potentially damaging surges.

Pressure Relief Valve Series 108
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SERIES FEATURES

�Model 108-2 shown

�Relief: Maintains a constant inlet pressure by relieving
excess high pressure.

�Sustaining: Prevents pressure from dropping below a
minimum.

�Inlet pressure is accurate over a wide range of flow.
�Inlet pressure is adjustable with a complete range of
control springs.

�Quick opening with controlled closing.

VALVE FEATURES

�Operates automatically off
line pressure.

�Heavy-duty,
nylon-reinforced
diaphragm.

�Rectangular-shaped, soft
seat seal provides drip-
tight Class VI closure.

�Diaphragm assembly
Guided top and bottom.

�Throttling seat retainer for
flow and pressure stability.

�Easily maintained without
removal from the line.

�Replaceable seat ring.

�Alignment pins assure
proper reassembly after
maintenance.

�Valves are factory tested.

�Valves are serial numbered
and registered to facilitate
replacement parts and
factory support.

SURGE / RELIEF

BACK PRESSURE / SUSTAINING

Protects system from over-
pressure by exhausting
excess pressure.
The valve may only have to
operate intermittently to
prevent pressure surges that
might occur on pump start,
pump stop, or sudden
downstream valve closure.

Valve keeps
pumping
system at a
constant
pressure by
bypassing
back to
source.
Provides
accurate
pressure control
when system
demand varies
widely.

Valve allows flow when
inlet pressure is above
the set-point thus
preventing inlet
pressure from falling
too low. Prevents
demand from "robbing"
the source, or keeps
pump "on its curve."

BYPASS PRESSURE CONTROL

Pressure Relief Valve Series 108

For maximum efficiency, the OCV control valve
should be mounted in a piping system so that
the valve bonnet (cover) is in the top position.
Other positions are acceptable but may not
allow the valve to function to its fullest and
safest potential. In particular, please consult
the factory before installing 8" and larger valves,
or any valves with a limit switch, in positions
other than described. Space should be taken
into consideration when mounting valves and
their pilot systems.

A routine inspection & maintenance program
should be established and conducted yearly by
a qualified technician. Consult our factory @
1-888-628-8258 for parts and service.

How to order your valve
When Ordering please provide:
Series Number - Valve size - Globe or Angle -
Pressure Class - Screwed, Flanged, Grooved -
Trim Material - Adjustment Range - Pilot
Options - Special needs / or installation
requirements.

Represented by:

Pressure Relief Valve Series 108
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Relief / Back Pressure Series of the OCV control valves.
Installed in the main flow line, the standardModel 108-2 acts as a
backpressure or pressure sustaining valve. In this configuration,
the valve maintains a constant upstream pressure regardless of
fluctuating downstream demand. When used in a bypass line,
the same model will function as a relief valve, protecting the
system against potentially damaging surges.
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SERIESFEATURES

Model 108-2shown

Relief: Maintains a constant inlet pressure by relieving
excess high pressure.
Sustaining: Prevents pressure from dropping below a
minimum.
Inlet pressure is accurate over a wide range of flow.
Inlet pressure is adjustable with a complete range of
control springs.
Quick opening with controlled closing.

VALVEFEATURES

Operates automatically off
line pressure.

Heavy-duty,
nylon-reinforced
diaphragm.

Rectangular-shaped, soft
seat seal provides drip-
tight Class VI closure.

Diaphragm assembly
Guided top and bottom.

Throttling seat retainer for
flow and pressure stability.

Easily maintainedwithout
removal from the line.

Replaceable seat ring.

Alignment pins assure
proper reassembly after
maintenance.

Valves are factory tested.

Valves are serial numbered
and registered to facilitate
replacement parts and
factory support.

SURGE/RELIEF

BACKPRESSURE/ SUSTAINING

Protects system from over-
pressure by exhausting
excess pressure.
The valve may only have to
operate intermittently to
prevent pressure surges that
might occur on pump start,
pump stop, or sudden
downstream valve closure.

Valve keeps
pumping
system at a
constant
pressure by
bypassing
back to
source.
Provides
accurate
pressure control
when system
demand varies
widely.

Valve allows flow when
inlet pressure is above
the set-point thus
preventing inlet
pressure from falling
too low. Prevents
demand from "robbing"
the source, or keeps
pump "on its curve."

BYPASSPRESSURECONTROL

PressureReliefValveSeries 108

For maximum efficiency, the OCV control valve
should be mounted in a piping system so that
the valve bonnet (cover) is in the top position.
Other positions are acceptable butmay not
allow the valve to function to its fullest and
safest potential. In particular, please consult
the factory before installing 8" and larger valves,
or any valves with a limit switch, in positions
other than described. Space should be taken
into consideration whenmounting valves and
their pilot systems.

A routine inspection & maintenance program
should be established and conducted yearly by
a qualified technician. Consult our factory @
1-888-628-8258 for parts and service.

How to order your valve
WhenOrdering please provide:
Series Number - Valve size - Globe or Angle -
Pressure Class - Screwed, Flanged, Grooved -
TrimMaterial - Adjustment Range - Pilot
Options - Special needs / or installation
requirements.
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